English
As part of our English curriculum this
term we will be focusing on stories from
a range of cultures/ predictable and
patterned language. Next we will focus
on myths and legends and then finally
captions and labels and lists.
We will continue to focus and
consolidate our phonics knowledge
through exploring letter sounds and
beginning to blend sounds together to
create CVC words.
We will also be sharing a new story each
week as a class.

Apricots Termly Overview
Apricots class have settled well into new
routines during the first few weeks of school.
We have enjoyed our mini-topic of ‘getting to
know you’, where we focused on learning about
one another and making friends.
If you have any questions or concerns at any

Maths
During this term we will be focusing on
Number and Place Value, Addition and
Subtraction, Measure and Geometry.
In number we will be exploring number
rhymes, using the term ‘one’ and ‘lots’ and
counting object, some of us up to 20!

time, please do communicate via the home-

In subtraction we will be counting small

school books.

amounts, answering simple mathematical

We’re all very excited for a fantastic first
term in Apricots class.
Best Wishes,
Apricots Staff.

Topic

questions and counting back from 10.
In Geometry we will be exploring
movement of objects.
RE

Our focus for Religious Education this
term is ‘What makes me special? What

As part of Topic we will be exploring ‘Our Senses’. Each week we will explore a different

makes other people special?’ We will be

sense, starting the term with touch and finishing with taste.

exploring ourselves and our community.

We will be engaging a range of different expressive art and design activities, for

PE

example painting with elastic bands, exploring colour mixing, playing with the smelly
potions station and painting with our feet.

Our focus during Physical Education this
term is ‘To me, To you’, developing skills

We will also participate in weekly cooking sessions, making a range of foods using spices

in sending and retrieving, with an

and flavourings.

emphasis on ball handling.

